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Introduction.

In a former memoir with the same title f we established a transformation of

surfaces with isothermal spherical representation of their lines of curvature into

surfaces of the same kind, the transformation being such that lines of curvature

on a surface and on a transform correspond, and the two surfaces constitute the

envelope of a two-parameter family of spheres. This transformation was estab-

lished by means of a theorem of Moutard, concerning partial differential equa-

tions of the Laplace type with equal invariants, % and with the aid of a trans-

formation of minimal surfaces discovered by Thybaut. § In our discussion we

did not take the equations of the transformation in the form given by Thybaut,

but in the form used by Bianchi,|| in which case the parametric curves on the

minimal surfaces are the asymptotic lines. Such a minimal surface and its

Thybaut transform are the focal sheets of a IF-congruence, that is, a congruence

upon whose focal sheets the asymptotic lines correspond.

The present paper deals with the same transformations obtained by a very

different method as a result of which the analysis is much simpler. In § 1 it is

shown that when the lines of a TF-congruence are subjected to the Lie line-sphere

transformation, the congruence of spheres envelope two surfaces upon which the

lines of curvature correspond. If S and Sx denote these two surfaces, and 2

and 2, the two focal sheets of the original IF-congruence, the transformation

from 2 to S, carries with it a transformation from S to Sx without quadrature.

In § 1 is determined the characteristic property which 2 must have in order that

the lines of curvature on S may have isothermal spherical representation, and the

equations of the surfaces are given in simple form.    In § 2 the determination of

* Presented to the Society, February 26, 1910.

tTrausactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 9 (1908), pp. 149-177.

JBianchi, Lezioni, vol. 2, p. 69.

\ Sur la déformation du paraboloide, etc.; Annales de l'Ecole Normale (3), vol. 14 (1897),

pp. 65-69.
Il Lezioni, vol. 2, pp. 334-338.
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surfaces 2, and Sx of the same kind as 2 and S respectively and standing in

the above mentioned relation to them is carried through, and the problem is

shown to be reducible to the integration of an ordinary differential equation of

the first order and to quadratures.

When S is a minimal surface (cf. § 3), the transformation is that of Thybaut

and the equations take the very form which occurs in his memoir.*

In § 4 it is shown that the transformation of § 2 is identical with that estab-

lished in the first memoir, and in § 5 we prove the existence of a " theorem of

permntability " which shows that the knowledge of two transforms Sx and S2 of

S carries with it the determination of a surface S' of the same kind, which is a

transform of both Sx and St; and, moreover, S' may be obtained without

quadrature.

§ 1. A Surface 2 and its Lie transform S.

The coordinates, |, y, f, of a surface 2, referred to its asymptotic lines,

may be given by the Lelieuvre formulas f

(1) du d"2 ôvs

du  du

-i,
dv dj^dv^

dv   dv

and similar equations for y and £, obtained by permuting the quantities vx, v2,

v3, which are solutions of an equation of the form

(2)
d2 e

dudv
= M0,

where in general M is a function of u and v.    Moreover, vx, v2 and v3 are pro-

portional to the direction-cosines of the normal to 2.

If x, y,z denote the coordinates and X, Y, Z the direction-cosines of the

normal to the surface S which is obtained from 2 by the line-sphere transfor-

mation of Lie, these quantities are given by %

x+iy = — f—£

(3) x — ty ■■

z =

x+ir=

X-iY=

z =

2»J

V3t-V2

From these equations we determine the following values for the fundamental

»L. o.
tEisenhabt, Differential Geometry, p. 193.

ÎDaeboux, Leçons, vol. 1, p. 249.
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quantities of 8:

(4)
(»I + "»Ö1

£ =

/at     a,     a|Y
V<j7j    sa^ + r,dv)

("2 + ^)ä

(5)

a?      a»      aj
_    nafa«    *du + vdu       „   A

a«      (»f + v3£)2

dJ-_tdJL>    dA
B'= -2^-dv        dv        ^

dv (vs+vj) i

*&7    . .   . -«(!?)■
(6) '-RÎOT.     '-••     9 = (,! + ,,f)2'

where S, 9, § are the coefficients of the linear element of the spherical repre-

sentation of S. From these results we have incidentally the well-known fact

that the lines of curvature on S are parametric.

However, we are concerned entirely with surfaces whose lines of curvature

admit an isothermal spherical representation. From (6) it is seen that a neces-

sary and sufficient condition for this is that *

¿>f        dir     n

(7) äHäf-°'
or by means of (1),

a .    v,    . a.    v.

<8> k^i+ij&i-*'

It has been assumed that the parameters are isometric, which assumption does

not affect the generality of our solution.

If we put

(9) u + iv = a,       u — iv = ß,

equation (8) gives the result

(10) v3 = v2A,

where A denotes an arbitrary function of a.    Since i» and v3 satisfy (2), which

*The case where (7) is replaced by 3f ¡du + i ■ oí ¡do — 0 leads to similar resalta.
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by the transformation (9) becomes

(ii) fé-W = -iM6'
we must have

2A'C"2 + v2A" = 0,
ta        s

where the accents indicate differentiation with respect to the argument.     From

this equation we find

VF

VA

where B denotes an arbitrary function of ß, and where the accent denotes dif-

ferentiation with respect to ß.    In consequence of (10), we have

VF VF VF
(I2) *-•?"     *'-7Z"    v*=va'jU

where in general a is a function of a and ß, being a solution of

(13) Ô \B' Ôal- d\B' ô'~]
{    ' dßlA' dß}~ dalA7  da ]'

which is obtained by expressing the fact that the functions (12) are solutions of

equation (11).

§ 2.  77ie Determination o/'21 and of Sx.

If 0X is a particular solution of equation (11), the functions v., defined by*

0,

(14) ¿(^.)=-

i

djj\ dv{ t        eß($xvi) = -   d0x dv.

Dß  cß v-x   va

determine a surface 2,, upon which the curves ti = const., v = const., where u

and v are given by (9), are the asymptotic lines; and 2 and 2, are the focal

surfaces of a IP-congruence, formed by the lines joining corresponding points.

Moreover, the coordinates, £ , y , f , of 2, are given by

(15)     Et —£—",9, —»,?,. yx-y = v3v[-v[v3, Çx-Ç=vxv2 v„v
2"l-

In order that 2, may be a surface of the same kind as 2 of § 1, we must have

-        VB'x -       VB\    -       VB\a(16) v  = l cr      v.,= ',   v.. = l A.,

V    ' '      v A\   "   ¿     VA'/   ¿     VA\    "

where At and /?, are functions of a and ß alone to be determined and where, in

general, a-, is a function of both a and ß.

* EISENHART, Differential Geometry, pp. 417-419.
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When the values for v2 and v3 are substituted in (14), we obtain four equa-

tions which are equivalent to

(17)

and

(18)

1 ôJi_(VEY    VB'y ̂A'A'x
<?, oß~  t/B'    +VW A-Af

1 d0,     .,-r.f   IV,      A'{hi'±-VA>   -^=   +
0X da - \VA'J ^ A- Af

id0x_   (i/Tj,)'   Vf y\Ärrx

0x~dß-~   VF\   +VB\A-Ax

The necessary and sufficient condition that these two values of d0x/da be

equal is readily found to be

(19) VA'A'x=kx(A-Ax),

where «, denotes a constant.

In like manner the condition that the two values of d0x/dß be equivalent is

reducible to

(20) V'FFX = KX(B-Bf).

In consequence of these results, equations (17) and (18) may be written

/2n      ld'i   (^ÍY,K^[       1 de,   (VW)      VW,
Vl>       0X da -   VA\  +  x VA' '       ex a/3 -   VF   +  ' VF '
and

<?*>    0xda-~   VA'   +KxVA': exdß-~   VB[   +"XVX

When the expression (16) for vx is substituted in (14), the resulting equations

are reducible by means of (21) and (22) to

VA' da, , ,      VWdtr     n
VT^ + tcx(ax-eT ) + VWW = 0,

(23) _
VB[ dtrx , .      VA\dtr
—pzz-rs + K,(tr. — tr)+ —= ä- = 0.VB' dß        lV   ' '      VA' Sa

As these equations are linear, the determination of o-, requires quadratures only.

Hence the problem of the determination of the surfaces 2,, when 2 is given in

terms of its asymptotic lines, requires the solution of the ordinary differential

equation (19) and quadratures.
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When these funtions o-,, £,,77,, f, have been obtained from (23) and (15), we

find the coordinates of a surface Sx by means of equations analogous to (3).    If

xx,yx, zx denote the coordinates of Sx and Xx, Yx, Zx denote the direction

cosines of the normal to Sx, we find that

xx + iyx -(x + iy)=R[Xx + iYx -(X+iY)],

(24) xx - iyx -(x- iy) = 77 [X, - iYx - (X- iY)],

zx-z = F(Zx- Z),
where

(25) F = i (Aai-Ax<r)Ç-x-(A-Ax)T> + <rx-<T

-Ax — A.

Hence S and Sx are the envelope of a two-parameter family of spheres whose

radii are defined by (25). The coordinates, x0, y0, z0, of the centers of these

spheres are given by

x0+iy0 = x + iy-F(X+ iY) = £ -j£^- - f,

(26) x0-iy<, = x-iy-F(X-iY) = ^<r-Aax

^ = H*-ZZ) = ±p^p!i + y + ^

A,-A

~A\x -"1

We shall refer to the above relation between S and Sx as a transformation

TKi, thus indicating the constant /c, which appears in the formulas.

§ 3.  Transformation of Minimal Surfaces.

Minimal surfaces are the only surfaces of negative curvature for which the

following conditions are satisfied simultaneously

F=G,        S = §,        F=0,        ff=0.

In consequence of (4) and (6), these conditions are equivalent to the following

upon 2:

(SK      tSy dÇ\2      (dK dy ôfY      0
{d¿-*dü+tíd¿)  +\dv-tdv-+r,dv)  =°-

If we replace the first of these equations by (7), we must replace the second by

af      „dy        d£      n

if the functions D and D", given by (5), are to differ in sign.
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By means of (1) and (12) equation (27) is reducible to

f9*\ 1 +AB dir(28) y--^---o-T?.

If this equation be differentiated with respect to a and the result equated to the

value of dyfda obtainable from (1) and (12), the resulting equation is reducible

by means of (13) to
a / F dcr\_      FA

dß    g\Ä7dß) = T+~A~B'

From this we get, by integration,

where the function f remains to be determined.    Hence, integrating again with

respect to ß, we find

(29) a = Af p-+^ dß +/,(«).

When this value is substituted in (13), we obtain

mM-($)-m&+\[up\A+4f\S¥
Differentiating with respect to ß, we have

Hence the two terms of this equation must be zero, from which we get

(31) A'f=c,

where c denotes a constant.    When this value of f is substituted in (30),

we obtain

T   ,    fAda        rA2da~\

where c, and c2 denote constants.

From (13) it is seen that if er is a solution of this equation, so also is

tr + c, A + c2 where c, and c2 are arbitrary constants. Hence for the present

we shall put c, = c2 = 0 and furthermore assume c = 1. We shall see presently

that this choice of the constants does not restrict the generality of our solution.

When these values are substituted in (29), we obtain

rl + AB^        .   r Ada        fA2da
(33) ^j-^-dß + AJ^-j-f-
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When this value and (12) are substituted in (1), we find

£=77,

m      *-f%+»f¥-*f$+ST

It is readily found that these values satisfy equations (27) and (28).

From (3) we obtain by means of (12) and (34)

1/ rl-A2 ,        rl-B2      \

and

(36Ï X--±±* F-ÍÍ^-ZA) Z-^^--1(do) ^-1 + ^5'        r-   1+^5 '        Z-1 + ^S-

From (35) we find that the linear element of S is

( 1 4- A R\2
(37) ds2 = V    ¿.p— da dß,

and from (36) that the linear element of the spherical representation is

4 .á'7?'
(38) ds2 = fi-fTAFf dad/3'

The minimal surface S adjoint to S is given by equations of the form

Hence

dx      .dx dx .dx

da*"1^' dß=~ldß'

'A2-l ,      rB2-iaA2 -1 ,      rB2- l    \~A'da-J -B'~dß)'

09) -^i(feipda+f^+idßy

. r Ada      . fBdß

_5=iJ    A'-1) -F"
* Since the equations of any minimal surface can be given this form, the particular choice of

the constants in equation (32) did not limit tbe generality of the discussion.
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If we substitute the value (33) for er and also

/ir,N f 1+ AxBx jo ,    a    CAxd*       fAfda(40) o-,=J —w—dß+AxJ -AT-J  -Jj-

in equations (23), we find that these equations are identically satisfied in con-

sequence of the relations (19) and (20). Hence the minimal surface S, defined

by (35), and the minimal surface Sx, defined by equations of the same form as

(35) but with A and B replaced by Ax and 7?, respectively, constitute the

envelope of a two-parameter family of spheres.

From (25) we find that the radius of the sphere is

(4i) Ä.(i±4£L(l+AÄ).
; 2\/A'B'.VA'xB'x

The coordinates of the center of the sphere are readily found by means of (26).

If  <S[ denotes the adjoint of  S, it is defined by equations analogous to (39).

From these equations we find that

___ i(AAx-l     FB±-1\
x~xi- 2k\ \ A~-^AX - ~B-BX ) '

1  ( AAX + 1     7777+ 1\
(42) y - 9x- ^ { x-A + 77^ j '

-„_-„-    ¿    (A+Ax       B+B,\

"     ^~2k2x\A-Ax     B-Bx)

If Xx, Yx, Zx denote the direction-cosines of the parallel normals to Sx and Sx,

they are given by equations similar to (36).    From these values and (42) we find

ZX(x-xx) = 0,        2X,(x-äi,) = 0.

Hence 5 and Sx are the focal sheets of the congruence formed by the joins of

corresponding points.    Moreover, the curves

a + ß = const., a — ß = const.

ou S and Sx are the asymptotic lines.    Hence this congruence is a IF-congruence,

and the transformation from S to Sx is the transformation discovered by Thybaut.*

§ 4. Identification of the Transformation of § 2 with a Former

Tran s form at ion.

In this section we shall show that the transformation of § 2 is identical with

one formerly established in a different manner.f

*Cf. Introduction.

f Surfaces with isothermal representation, etc., these Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), pp. 149-177.

A reference to an equation (a) on page b of this memoir will be indicated by [(a) p. 6].

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 32
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Comparing (38) with [(2) p. 151], we have

«*» — (1+AB)2
ÍA'B'    *

When an equation for Sx analogous to (38) is compared with [(27) p. 156], we

find that

M<n £ _ (i+^m + AA)8
Va) to2~ 16 A'A'XFB[

This identification is permissible in view of the results of § 3 and § 1 of the

present and former memoirs respectively.

If we compare (37) with [(1), p. 151], we see that the coordinates of the

minimal surface in § 3 are twice as large as in the former memoir. Moreover,

the radius of the sphere, as given by [(30'), p. 157], is tb/a>, and consequently

one half of 77 as given by (41) and (43). Furthermore, in § 5 of the former

memoir it was shown that the case of minimal surfaces in § 1 of that memoir is

a particular case of the general transformation of § 4 of the same memoir-

Hence, in order to identify the two transformations, it is necessary and sufficient

to show that 77 as given by (25) is equivalent to [cf. (48), p. 161]

where m is a constant and W, Wx measure the distances from the origin to the

tangent planes of a surface S and its transform Sx.

From (3) and similar equations for Sx we have

W~^l+AB'        "* 1+^4,77,

By means of (1), (9) and (12) we find

dW    A(By-K) dW     AF(y + A%)        trF
da - (1 + AB)2 ' dß -   (1 + AB)2   + 1 + AB'

From [(25), p. 156] and [(6), p. 151], we get (using the notation of the

present memoir),

TFaZ_    ef^dl sjTdJ^- -e—d-±
Z^' da-mtb dß' > dß ~~      mef> da'

which by means of (36) gives

aj> _     meb[A(AxBx-l) + Ax -A2Bx]

0« " "2Ä'(1 + AXBX)

deb _     meb[B(AxBx-l) + Bx-AxB2-\_= 277(1 + ^,77,)
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When these values are substituted in (44), we get (25), provided that

■A

Hence the two transformations are identical.

§5.  Tlieor em of Per mutability.

In this section we establish the following theorem of permutability :

If a surface S with isothermal representation of its lines of curvature be

transformed into two surfaces Sx and S2 of the same kind by transformations

TKi and TKn respectively, there exists a surface S' which is the transform of Sx

and of S2 by transformations Tf and T'Kl respectively ; and this surface S'

can be obtained without quadratures.*

In order that there may be such a transform S', there must exist functions

Am and Bm satisfying the following equations analogous to (19) and (20),

Va\ A^' = k\( Ax - A®), VB'x &»' =k'x(Bx- 77™),

(45) /-* /-»
VA'tA<» =k'2(A2-A^), Vb'2F» =k'2(F2-F»),

where for the present the constants «, and k'2 are undetermined. Also there

must exist a function a satisfying equations analogous to (23), which by means

of the latter can be given the form

VA~\ dader'        r/   , .        VF  r VA[dal

(46) _ _
Vß^da ,,   , .      VÄ»'X     . .       VF e a "I
^WxW + Kx{ff-ax)+^t7TlKx{a~ax)-Vwxdß\-^

and similar equations obtained by changing the subscripts 1 into 2.

Eliminating der'jda and da'¡dß from these four equations, we obtain

«<B'X -k24W2)a - (k'x<B\ax-«;Vtt>2)

t¡Aw' ,_
+ -^-[*,VF;(o--o-,)-«2V772(o--o-2)] = o,

(47) _ _
(k'xW2- K'jA[)a -(K[W2ax- k'2U'x<t2)

+ ^Ír7[*i^(ff-ff1)-^VZÍ(,7-^)]=0-

* Cf. former memoir, 1. o., p. 166.
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By means of (19) and (20) equations (45) are reducible to

(48) V^7 = << VT*1?!-*1'?!,

and the same equation in the 77's.    When these values are substituted in (47),

it is found that the two equations are consistent if and only if

(49) k[= +zkx,        k'., = ± k2

or

(50) k'x =+zk2,        k.,= +kx,

where the same sign must be used in every case.

When the values (49) are used we get

^Aw'==f^Ä, a=a,

so that the case (49) is to be excluded.

For the values (50) equation (48) is reducible to

(.u Ao) _ «M.(i - A) =_*ï4tL4- A*)
W A   ~~  *\(Â-Âf)-^(A-Af)->

and the two expressions (47) may be given the form

,     *\(B-Bf)-K\(B-Bf)Ax-A
2a

- K\(A-Af)-i¿i(A-Af)Bx-Bf
(52)

«« - k\ *,(A- Af)(B-Bf) - ax(A - Af)(B-Bf)
+

Bx-B2 ^(A-A^-K^A-Af)

Hence the theorem is established if these values satisfy (46), as they can be

shown to do.

Princeton,

March 30, 1910.


